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Report from the Commission on the implementation of 

Decision No 2496/96/ECSC of 18 December 1996 establishing 
. . . 

Community rules for State aid to_ the ste_el industry (Steel Aid.Code) 
~ .. . irl:t997~ .. · 

1. _Introduction . · 

Article 8 of the Commission's Decision 2496/96/ECSC of 18 December 1996 · 

e~tablishing Community rules for State aid to the steel industry1 (hereinafter 
-

referred to as Steel Aid Code or SAC) requires the Commission-to draw· up 

annual reports on the implementation of the Decision for t~e Council and, for · 

information; for the European.Parliar:nent and the·Consultative.Committee .. 
. . - ' . - . . . ;( . .. - ~. . . . 

·2. General over\tiew 

2.1. This report describes the first cases decided by the Commission under the 

sixth Steel Aid Code. In general, the Commission has been able to use the 

new in~trument of controlling State aid·iri the .sensitive sector of ECSC steel in. 

a satisfactory way. 

In two cases it made use of the new possibilities given to .it by article 6(4) of' . . . . . ' 

the SAC and it used the enlarged scope of Article 3. of ~he SAC to allow 

exernptions.from C02 taxation forthe ·e.csc .steel industry. · 
'. - • • ,,1 ••• 

1' OJ .No L338, 28.12.1996, p.: 42. 
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The monitoring of the implementation of the Article -95 ECSC cases previously 
' ' ' 

decided was continued in 1997. The· Commission submitted its seventh2 and 

·eighe monitoring report to the Council, covering in particular the restructuring 

of the companies concern~d and the payment .of the aid authorized. 

i • 

2.2 .. In 1997 the Commissiontook 5 final negative decisions and in 2 two cases it 

took. final· positive decisions. In one ·case the proce~ure was closed after a 
,r 

withdrawal of the notification by the relevant · authorities. In 7 cases the 

Commission did not raise objections without an OP-Jming of the procedure, 

including .two cases where it came to the conclusion that no State aid was 

involved: For 7 other cases the Commission decided to open the procedure 

pursuant to Article 6(5) of the Steel· Aid. Code .. 

2.3· Chapter 3 of the report gives·.a description of the individual cases deCided by 

·the Commission in 1997. ·Cases notified to the Commission in 1997 but not yet 

decided upon are not presented in the report. Annex I presents all the relevant 

information in a table . 

... , 3.. . Description of aid cases to·, the. steel industry per Member State 

3. 1". Belgium 

. 3.1.1. Forges de Clabecq I Duferco Clabecq 

2 

3 

The Commission. decided that the financial assistance from the Walloon 

Region in favour of Duferco Clabecq, ·in the. form of a capital acquisition of 

BEF 350 million (25ofo .ofthe capital) and a 1 0-year loan of BEF 550 million, 

,constitutes a genuine provision of ris.k ~apital according to usual investment 

practices in a market econ<?my. 

The assistance:does therefore not contain any element of State aid. 
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In concluding that no aid is involved the Commission took into consideration, 

asregards the capital participation, that the SWS (Societe Wallonne pour Ia 

Siderurgie) acquired i~s minority shareholding of 25% under the. same 

conditions arid at the same time as -~ private investor .who owns the maJority 
/ 

of the capital. 

The private partner has a solid financial structure, and the new investment is 

part of its entrepreneurial strategy. lnvestm"ents are to be undertaken which 
' ' 

will make .it possible to give practical shape to_ a precise industrial strategy 

and the business plan predicts a positive operating_ margin from .year 2 and 
' - . . . . ' . - ~ . . 

pr_ofits from year 5; . 

As regards the loan, it was concluded that no State aid is involved as the 

' risk of not recov~ring the capital is shared by,both,shareholders in proportion' . 

. to .their respective shareholdlng positions. In addition, the loan gen~rates 
interest ori a half yearly basis, ir~espective of the firm's performance, at a 
. . . . . . . -

· fixed annual rate of 5.55% over ten years. The rate, which is the same as the 

reference ·rate used by the Commission since 1 August 1997 to determine the 

aid elem~nt_.of government loans ·in Belgium, may be regarded as the market 

rate.appli~ble to. this type of-loan and this type of-risk. 

3.2. Germany 

.. 3.2.1 .. Investment programme for the reduction of environme-ntal polluti.on 

In ·January 1996 the Commission opened the ·procedure in respect of a 

German aid scheme aimed at the stimulation of projects demonstrating in what 

way an . application of processes and technology .can lead to _significant 

reductions. in air .and ·water .pollution· as· well_ as: waste-:-disposal· and noise 

levels .. 

The Commission .considered that the aid intensity allowed. under the scheme, 

i.e. 50%,. was too high. taken into account that demonstration projects are 

rather close to the market place and it furthermor~ held that the costs :eligible 

for s~pport were not only proper Rand D costs~ but c:oold also entail investment 
' •, ' ,' I ' ' ' • 

. costs. · 



· In October the ·commission closed the procedure following the withdrawal of 

the notification by the German Government. The measures have not been put 

into effect. 

3.2.2. Eisen- und Stahlwalzwerke Rotzel GmbH -

In July the Commission decided to open the procedure pursuant to Article 6(5) 

SAC in respect of guarantees· granted by the Land .Nordrhein-Westfalen in 

1995 to the company Eisen- und Stahlwalzwerke Rotzel GmbH. 

The guarantee covered 80% of a bank-credit amounting to DM 15 million for 

inVestment purposes. 

3.2.3 Groditzer Stahlwerke.and Walzwerk Burg GmbH 

The Commission opened· in July the procedur~ of Article 6(5) SAC in respect 

of the privatisation of these companies and some .. financial interventions 

undertaken in the years 1993-1996. 

The Commssion had serious doubts whether the privatisation process by 
' 

which the 'companies were sold to affiliates of Georgsmarienhtltte GmbH· did 
. . ' . . . 

not constitute State aid. 

As to the financial interventions, the Commission investigated investment aid 

in the form of inter:est-free loans amounting to DM 96.9 million and operating 

aid, also in the}orm of shareholder loans, amounting to DM 166.8 million. It 

has to be noted here that the shareholders at the time were State agencies. 

Furttierrr10re some guarantees and grants are the subject of the procedure. 

''•:. 

In this· case the Commission has t.aken the position that Groditz GmbH is a 
' 

company that is engaged in production in the steel industry and consequently 

falls under. Article 80 of the ECSC Treaty, although the company mainly 

proq~ces non-ECSC products. The. fact that it produces also ECSC steel and 

sells parts ot' its ECSC steel production on the market was considered 

sufficient to label the company as one that ·falls under Article 80 of the ECSC 
. . ' 

rreaty. ~ 



3.2.4. MCR Gesellschaft fur metaliurgisches Recycling mbH 

In December. 1994 the Commission took· a favourable- decjsion in respect of 

regional investment aid to this company. · 

· tt did so pursuant to Articl~s 1 arid 5 of the previous Steei Aid Code4
: . 

The Commission decided to open the procedure in ·December 1997 pursuant 

to Article 6(5) of'the SAC concerning tWo loans totalling ar OM 97 million, a 
guarantee and the grant of OM 24 million authorised previously. 

The loans and the guarante~ were intended to cover environmental costs but 

the Commission had serious doubts whether all the conditions of the Steel Aid 
\ ' 

Code and the Community guidelines on State · aid for environmental 

protection5 wer~metby the proJect in question. 

The subsidy ofDM 24 million. was authorised in December 1994 and had to 

be.paid to the company before the end of that year. The Commission received 
' ' ' ' / ' ' ' 'i • ' 

information that the . subsidy had not been paid in accordance with this 

-deadline and consequently it opened the procedure. 

It ·also took the first step in the decision tq come to a suspension of payment 

ofthe.subsidy·_pursuant:to Artic_le_6(-4) of_the·SteeiAid' Gode.. · 
- • 1'. •:·.. . 

. ' . .· 
3.2.5 .. Georgsmarienhutte . 

4 

5 

The Comm,ission initiated, in July, a procedure under the Steel Aid Code to 

examine whether the_ relief from ·environmental obligations covering the 

recycling. and disposal of industrial dpst granted by the German Land· 

Niedersachsen to the steel . ECSC undertaking .GeorgsmarienhOtte GmbH, · 

located dose to OsnabrOck, represents ·state::aid. 

In 1993 the steel companies of the German Kleckner group were financiE,llly 

restructured through a composition· procedure. The subsidiary Kleckner 

Edelstahl GmbH in Georgsmarienhutte was subsequently sold and renamed 

Georgsmarienhutte · GmbH. During the composition procedure the · Land 

Niedersachsen relieved the company from the. obligation to dispose or recycle 

. industrial dust arising from the steelllla~inQ. process. Subsequently,. t~e-Land 

. ·. . . . . . 
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. ' 

charged the public.Niedersachsische Landesentwicklungsgesellschaft mbH to 

provide for the proper disposal of the dust. This company then charged 

. GeorgsmarienhOtte to _recycle the. dust and paid 61.64 Mia OM for this· 

service. 

( 

The Commission is of the ·opinion that the relief by the State from the general 

obligation under public Jaw to dispose or recycle industrial waste, arising from 
J . . • ~ 

the polluter-pays-principle, reduces the production costs of the company 

concerned and rnay th~refore represent· operating aid, which would not be 
. I • . . . 

compatible with the Steei.Aid Code.· 

3.2.6. Elb~ .Stahlwerk Feral pi GmbH . 

T_he Commission initiated in November a procedure under the Steel Aid Code ___,. 

concerning State aid - 9.4 million OM investment , grant and guarantees 

covering 42 million OM -granted by Saxony to the ECSC steel undertaking 

· ESF Elbestahlwerk Feralpi GmbH in Riesa. The Commission had received 

·information that a certain portion' of investment aid that was authorized in 

1993/94 under a special derogation for steel ·undertakings located in the 
' . 

former GDR may have been r:nisused for operating purposes. In addition. it 

had received information that supplementarY investment aid and operating aid 

was granted in 1995/96 after t~e expiry of the ·derogation for the former 

Eastern Germany. This aid· was granted without. prior notification· and 

therefore in breach of .the ·procedural rules of the .Stee' Aid· Code. The 

Commission invited the German G9vernment to ~ubmit its. comments coveting 

· . an intended order to suspend the disbursement of any ~urther aid in favour of 
ESFEibestahlwerk ·Feralpi. ;· · 

3.2.7.·Stahlw&:rke Bl'en;ten GmbH 

The Commission decided ·in June that an intended injection of capital by the. 

public investment company t-ianseatische lndustriebeteiligungen GmbH 

(Hibeg), Bremen, to the eqyity of. Stahlwerke ~ramen GmbH did not constitut~ 
State aid. 



-, 

The sharehold~rs of Stahlwerke . Bremen are the Belgian steel company 

Sidmar NV (67.6835%) and Hibeg. (32.3165%). They intended to inject OM 

150 million to the equity of their- company to allow the financing of certain . . ' 

investments, which are considered suitable to contribute . towards the 

· profitability of Stahlwerke Bremen._ The shareholders would cover this amount 

· in accordance with their perceotage of shareholding. The public contribution 

had to be notified to the Commission according to Article 6 (2) of the· Steel Aid 

Code. The Commission examined . the intended finanCial measure and , 

.. concludeg that. the behaviour of Bremen repre~ented norm~ I private market 

investors' behaviour. 

3.3. Greece ~ 

3.3.1 ~ Halyvourgia Thessalias 

·In September the Commission authorised regional investment aid to the steel 

company .Halyvourgia _ Thessalias SA pursuant to· Article • 5 of the Steel Aid 

Code .. 

The investment focused on the purchase and installation of a new controlled 

-~cooling· system and a new high-technology shear and the resiting in another 

part ofthe pl~mt of the cooling bed. 

The aid consisted of two grants of ORA 69.6 million and DRA26.4 million and 

_interest subsidies for bank loans amounting to oRA t1'4 million. 

The-~ihvestrne'ht did rl.oue:ad:ta an incr.eas.e. bt.tt:ie~production ~apacity. 
. . . • • . .· . : ' ' • • •. .• • • • .. ~ . • • ·-.,.. 1 ·_ . ' •' . •• '' ).. ·• -.. . • - •... •' • . . . • ~' • • • 

.·. '. 

~~4. ··: itaiy 

3.4.1. Acclaleria ISP Cremona . 

.. ,-::In April the Commission declared compatible with the common market by virtue of 

. Article 2 of .. the St~~l Aid. Code ~Hi grant. otLiT 25.:9. billion to ·Acciaieria ISP 
. . . . . ' 

··crernon~. 

· . The R & D. should identify and :-.define the .technical ·conditions for the· industrial 

manufacture ~n the IS F.?· pl~nt -of stainless steels, ·and for obtaining directly the hot . . . ' . ' . ' . . 



manufacture in the austenitic phase of thins gauges of less than 1.5 mn which · 

cannot be manufactured with the current rolling plants. 

The R and D was c6nsidered to represent industrial. research and the aid . 

intensity of 36 .. 6% was well below the threshold of 50%. As to thf3 incentive 

effect ofthe aid, it must be observed that this condition was met considering the 

special risks and costs involved in the prolects and the fact that Cremo~a·s R&D 
I 

·spending·represents some 4.5% of its turnover which is significantly higher than 

the average R&D spending of other steelmaking companies (about 1% -2%). 

3.4.2. Bresciani 

' . 
In February the Commission decided to close the_ qpen procedure with regard 

to the public interventions for six iron and steel companies within the : 

framework of the dismantling of'the private steel sector in Italy. It seems 

appropriate to recall that in April 1996, the Commission had initiated the 

procedure with respect to the State. aid that the government Italian had planned 
. . ~ . ' . . 

. to grant to the. following eompanies: .~Diano, Lamifer, ;()emafe_r, _LMv,· MAO and 

Sidercamuna. 

Following its analysis of the cases; the Commission noted that, exception made 

for the MAO cases and Diano the aid of which was permitted, in the other cases 
' ' ' •., '' 0 • ' I • ' I ' 

all the conditions provided for in Article 4 of the-Steel AID Code were met except 

that referring to the regularity of production. In this respect the Commission 

observed that the criteria · provided by the Italian authorities (valid electricity 

contract, investment and handling of the facilities, personnel etc) -were not ·uk~ly · 

··to ,show that the -eompanies in· quest!on produeed in a regular way but, ·that .hi 
' 

fc;~ct; they. were just ready,to do so. ' 

.: . 

Thus, the Commission ·considered that in these four cases the condition relating . 

to the regularity of production is not .met _and that Italian· allegations could not 
. . 

modify tne first.~ppraisal carried by the Commission -at the time of its decisions 
. . 

for opening the procedure .. 



3.4.3. Ferdofin Sri 

In April, the Commission decided to close by a negative decision· the 

·procedure open against the public interventions in fayour of Ferdofin Sri. ·· 
.. . . . . . 

Having taken note of the decision of the Italian authorities, foll~wing the opening 
' ' 

·of the 'procedur~. to withdraw the plahned public guarantee envisaged by the · 

Italian law n.95t1'979, the Commission assessed w~ether the Italian law as such 

constitutes state aid · 

. . ' . ~ ·-~ 

In this respect, it is appropriate to observe that, contrary _to the bankruptcy 

.procedures .. envisaged by .the Italian law, the . procedure,.. in· question ·is not 

r~served for all Jhe :companies,· but only·Jor:· the major companies, Le., ·tne 

.. companies, employing at least, 300 pers.ons. ·and who are in' . situation' 'Of 

, insolvency. 

·Concerning tne transfer-of official resources;.-.-the· Commissiomhas:'noted that 

the extraordinary· administratio_n comprises certain economic.·. ~dvantag~s 

.• giving concrete· expression to the traRsfer ;Of resources 'Of the state or affeCting 

.the budget' oHhe:state.: · · . 

Therefore, the Commission· comes to the, conclusion that the~ law in·'question 
~ ' . - ' 

. constitutes state. aid .. r It· follows· from the. file_ that ·the _public· intervention ·in· . 

. ·qiJestion·· ean aim at'. neither environmental;. p·rotection,>neither "research ·and· . 

d_evelopment'nor, finally; .closure~ ... · . : ::C> c·' ,.,-s ' . ·; ' . ,. . ' .. ·' 



3.5. Luxembourg 

3.5.1: ARBED S.A AND ARES S.A .• 

6 

Notified aid concerns projects which: were undertaken and were carried out in 

1995 and in 1996. The Community framework of the State aid with research

·-developmenf establishes (point 6.5) that the Commission will attach importance 
. . ~ ' . ' . .. 

particular to the analysis of the incentive effect, in order to ensure that the . 

planned aid is under no circumstances operating aid, in the case of research 
. . 

projects close to the market and when a significant part of expenditure· was 

carried 9ut beforehand at the request of aid. The Commission observes that, in 

the ease in point, it appears extremely difficult that one could invoke the 
I o /' •• ' 

incentive effect, and that companies. would not have carried out these R&D 

projects withou~ government aid, since the notified projects had already been 

carried out and.that without any pubiic,intervention. 

Similarly, the framework establishes in its point 6.1 that the aid for R&D has to 
. . . . I . . . . 

provide an incentive for ·the companies to undertake additional R&D activities, in 

additio~~~ to those that they undertake within the . fra~ework . of their daily 
f • • 

.activities. However,' lt arises from the file that the Luxembourg authorities did rJOt 
. ' . . .. . 

justify why described work does not constitute any normal activity of the 

company, or in which proje~ aid could contribute· to increasing ·the efforts of 

. research ~'nd' of development 9f the ci>mpanies in questi~~ · qeyo~d which they· 

. usually do~ 

- ,. 

Therefore, the Commission decided to initiate the procedure _provid~d for in 

Articl~ 6 (5) of the steel aid ~de against the a.id mentioned . 
. , 
' 

OJEC No. C 45, 17.2.96, p.5 
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3.6·. ~weden; De_nmark-and.the Netherlands 

3.6.1. C02 taxation 

. In the.se three Member St~tes legislation' exists that introduces a taxation of 

C02 output. The taxation itself is not consider.ed to -be State aid. However an 

/ - essential element of th~ l_egislation is that certain industries are charged at a 

lower rate in coh,pa.rison· with other consumers of energy. Such derogations 
' -

constitute State aid. For the non-ECSC industry they have been approved by 

the Commission under the EC Treaty. ' . 
The ECSC ·steel industry is an important consumer of energy and contributes 

· in a significant way to the production of C02 gasses. The steel. indw~try in the -· 

· three Member States~is likely to be put on disadvantage in comparison with its 

competitors from Member States where tl")er'e i~ • no such- C02 taxation if it 

were to 'be fu-lly subjected to the tax. 

it ·is for this reason that .the three Member States concerned have included the · 

· steel industry on th~ ,list of industries charged at a lower level. 

On the basis of Article 3 of the Steel-Aid .Code and -tl")e Community· guidelines 

on State aid ·for environmental pr9tection7 this .type of operatin'g aid is " ·- .. · 

compatibl~ with the common . market arid cons·equently •. the Commission 

· decided not to raise objections. 

Before< the adoption of the -new Steel Aid Code such a. decision would not 

have beenposs.ible.except·by-invokingArticle.95 ~f the ECSC .Treaty_. 
. . . ~ . 

3.7.. Spain· 

3.7.1. law 43/1995 

7' 

In July the. Commission decided to investigate st~el corporations_ tax credits 

grc:mted .connection with the· realization of ·export related. activities companies 

.. located in Spain are entitled. to· receive. tax credits of·up -to<25% of their 

· inve~tments ·as long as. these. investments are related to: 

See footnote 5 



the creation of branches .or permanent establish~entsabroad as well as the 

acquisition of shares in foreign corporations or setting up subsidiaries directly 

related to exporting goods and services; 

·the advenising a~Jd publicity undertak~l} abroad for the international launching of 

products, market penetration and foreign market surveys; 

trade fairs, expositions and other analogue public events, in this case including 

those events taking place in Spain of ~n ir:Jternational nature. 

It is worth noting that the Spanish corporate tax law 43/1995 consolidates 

legislation which has been; in force since 1978, id' est before Spain joining the . 

Communities. Nevertheless,· it must b~ observed that, unlike the rules under the 

EC Treaty,· the notion of existing aid does not exist Linder the ECSC Tr~aty. 

Thus, the scope of the decision is the assessment of the measures at issue only 

under the. ECSC rules .. . · . ' . 

The above men_tioned tax credit-scheme appears to have the nature of state aid 

and to be contrary to the provisions laid down in article 4 (c) of the ECSC Treaty 
•• • ' I - • 

'whilst the application of on.e ofthe ex~mptions·provi~ed;for·by the Steel Aid Code· 

is doubtful. 

!L 
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.MEMBER-- AID COM MEA DECI DATE PUBLICA 
STATE NUMBER PANY SURE SION TION 
B_- N 680/97 Duferco capital no aid 5/11/97 OJ c 2Q, 

Clabecq- acquisition/ involved 22.1.98-
loan '' 

D. N 361/97 Grooitzer privatisation/ -opening 1517/97 UJ C 395, 
Stahlwerke ·various aid procedure. 31.12.97 

D c 2/96 reduction rand dl closure 2l/10/97 OJ C 377,_ 
pollution investment procedure/ 12.12.97 

aid withdrawal 
notification .. 

D · N 301/97 MCR ·environ opening 16/12/97 not yet 
-- ·mental/ procedure! published. 

investment suspension / 

.aid order 
D N 344/97 Stahlwerke _capital no aid 18/6/97 OJ C I. 

Bremen iiYection involved 3.1.98 
D NN 85/97 -Rotzel ·guarantee opening 3017/97 OJ C328, 

procedlire 30.10.97 
D NN 86/97- Georgs- relief from opening. 1517/97 OJ C 323, 

marienhiitte environment .procedure 24.10.97 
al obligations 

D NN fOS/97 Feral pi -investment/ opening 18/11/97 not yet _ 
' operating rud procedure/ pu~lished 

suspension 
order r 

Dk N759/96 C02 tax · derogation approval 5/2/97 OJ C 197. 
27.6.97 

E NN 116/96 Law 43/1995 tax credits _ opening 3017/97 OJ C 329. 
procedure ·- 3U0.97 

G 
' 

N 154/97 Haly- regional _ · approval 16/9/97 not yet 
vourgia investment . published 
Thessalias aid 

I c 8/96 .Ferdofin Sri guarantee final 30/4/97 OJ L 306: 
negative._ " 11.11.97 

'- decision 
I N 119/97 Acciaieria r andd aid approval 2/4/97 not yet 

' 

ISP published 
I c 54/95 Bresciani- closure aid 2 final ·26/2/97 OJ L 139, 

~ 

positive .'\0.5.97 
• _ decisions/ 

4 ffnal 
negative ; 

- decisions ' 

L N 668/96 Arbedgroup rand d aid opening 2115/97 OJ C 250~ -
N 72/97 procedure_ 15.8.97 
N 73/97 

NL N 20/97 co2 tax derogation approval 3017/97 not yet 
. ' published 
SE N 742/96 C02 tax derogation approval 26/2/97 OJ C 197, 

" ·27.6.97 
" ,_ 

- r 
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